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Presentation Notes
These slides, which may be downloaded from bit.ly/XxS0Uh, provide an overview of the SP theory, the multiple alignment concept, and the SP machine. Full information about the project may be found on the same page, including details and download links for many relevant publications under the heading ‘Publications’. The most comprehensive account of the work is in the book “Unifying Computing and Cognition”  (described on bit.ly/MpwVs8).In the PDF version of this presentation, viewed using the Adobe Reader, the notes may be seen via one or more speech bubbles on each slide, except where a slide is self explanatory. Useful controls include: Full screen: CTRL-L; Escape from full screen: ESC; Zoom in: CTRL-plus; Zoom out: CTRL-minus; Next slide: left-click; Previous slide: right-click; Scrolling left or right, up or down: use the 'hand'. Some alternative controls may be found by hovering the cursor near the bottom-left corner of each slide.



SUMMARY 
■ Information compression as a unifying theme in 

human intelligence, computing, and 
mathematics. 

■ Theory realised in the SP computer model. 
■ Multiple alignment as key concept. 
■ Simplification and integration of several aspects 

of perception, learning, and thinking. 
■ Potential benefits and applications. 
■ Proposed development of high-parallel SP 

machine. 
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OVERVIEW 

■ Motivation and background. 
■ Key ideas.  
■ Benefits and applications. 
■ Development of a high-parallel SP 

machine. 
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FRAGMENTATION IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 
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Computer science, 
including artificial 
intelligence, has 
become fragmented 
into a myriad of 
concepts and many 
specialisms.  
 
A ‘Copernican’ 
revolution is 
needed! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Computer science, including artificial intelligence, seems to have become over-complicated, somewhat like Ptolemy’s ‘epicycles’. There is a great variety of concepts and many specialisms. With some honourable exceptions, there seems to be surprisingly little interest in developing any kind of over-arching theory that would make sense of it all.It seems to me that a ‘Copernican’ revolution is needed. As you may guess, I believe that the SP theory provides a way forward.



THE TURING MACHINE AS A 
UNIFYING THEORY? 

■ Turing model brilliantly successful but does not 
solve the problem of fragmentation in artificial 
intelligence and mainstream computing. 

■ Alan Turing saw that computers might become 
intelligent (Turing, 1950), but the Turing model, 
in itself, does not tell us how!  

■ The SP theory aims to plug the gap. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A possible reason for the apparent lack of interest in developing an over-arching theory of artificial intelligence and mainstream computing is that the ‘Turing machine’ model of computing appears to be what is required.But although the Turing theory has been brilliantly successful—it underpins the many useful things that can be done with computers—it does not solve the problem of fragmentation in artificial intelligence and mainstream computing. And although Alan Turing saw that computers might achieve human-like intelligence, and pass the ‘Turing test’, the Turing theory does not tell us how!The SP theory aims to simplify and integrate concepts in artificial intelligence, mainstream computing, and human perception and cognition. It provides an account of several different concepts and phenomena but, like any theory, it may be refined and improved.  



BACKGROUND 

■ Information compression in brains and nervous systems 
(Fred Attneave, Horace Barlow, and others). 

■ Models of language learning: compression of information 
via the matching and unification of patterns. 

■ Principles of minimum-length encoding (Solomonoff and 
others). 

■ Several observations point to the importance of 
information compression in computing, mathematics, and 
logic. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The thinking behind the SP theory and the SP machine was sparked originally in my mind by fascinating lecturers about compression of information in the nervous system given by Horace Barlow [1] when I was an undergraduate at Cambridge University.Later, I developed two computer models of language learning: MK10 which demonstrates how a knowledge of the segmental structure of language (words, phrases etc) can be bootstrapped from unsegmented text without error-correction or ‘supervision’ by a ‘teacher’; and SNPR—an augmented version of MK10—that demonstrates how grammars can be learned without external supervision.In the course of developing these models, it became increasingly clear that, in the unsupervised discovery of structure in data, a principle of central importance is compression of the data via a knowledge of the frequencies of occurrence of patterns in the data. This is closely related to the principle of ‘minimum length encoding’, pioneered by Solomonoff, Wallace and Boulton, Rissanen, and others.At about that time, I became acquainted with the Prolog programming language and was struck by similarities between that system and my two models. In both of them there is a process of searching for ‘good’ matches between patterns and in both of them there is a process of merging or ‘unifying’ patterns that match each other. This similarity, and several other pieces of evidence [2], suggested that it might be possible to integrate and simplify a range of different concepts within one unified theory.[1] See en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horace_Barlow and  www.pdn.cam.ac.uk/staff/barlow. Many of Professor Barlow’s papers relating to economical encoding of information in the nervous system are detailed here: www.trin.cam.ac.uk/horacebarlow. [2] See Chapter 2 in “Unifying Computing and Cognition” , and “Computing, cognition and information compression” (AI Communications 6(2), 107-127, 1993) on http://www.cognitionresearch.org/papers/background/background.htm#AICOMM93.



OVERALL ORGANISATION 
OF THE SP SYSTEM 

Old 
(compressed) 

New 
(uncompressed) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SP system is modelled on what appears to be the workings of (human and animal) brains. ‘New’ information, which is not compressed, comes in through one’s eyes, ears and other senses. Normally, at least some of it is stored, in a compressed form, as ‘Old’ information.Patterns that represent data coming in from the environment are classified as `New'. Patterns representing stored knowledge are classified as `Old'.The system is designed for the unsupervised learning of Old patterns by compression of New patterns.An important part of this process is the economical encoding of New patterns in terms of Old patterns, if they exist. This may be seen to achieve such things as pattern recognition, parsing or understanding of natural language, or other kinds of interpretation of incoming information in terms of stored knowledge, including several kinds of reasoning.Compression of information is achieved via the matching and unification (merging) of patterns, with key roles for the frequency of occurrence of patterns, and their sizes.



ELEMENTS OF THE SP THEORY 

■ All knowledge expressed as patterns. 

■ All processing is done by compression of information. 

■ Probabilities may be calculated. 

■ ‘Multiple alignment’ is a powerful central idea. 

■ The SP theory realised in the SP70 computer model. 

■ Patterns may be realised in a modified version of 
Hebb’s cell assembly concept. 
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MULTIPLE ALIGNMENT: A CONCEPT 
BORROWED FROM BIOINFORMATICS 
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Presentation Notes
A widely-used technique for the analysis of DNA is to arrange two or more sequences so that matching bases and subsequences of bases are aligned, as shown in this figure. In the SP theory, this idea has been borrowed and adapted. The main change is the distinction between ‘New’ and ‘Old’ patterns, with the goal of finding multiple alignments that enable New patterns to be encoded economically in terms of Old patterns. 



MULTIPLE ALIGNMENT IN THE SP THEORY 

■ The system aims to find multiple alignments that 
enable a New pattern to be encoded economically in 
terms of one or more Old patterns. 

■ Multiple alignment provides the key to:  
■ Versatility in representing different kinds of knowledge. 

■ Versatility in different kinds of processing in AI and 
mainstream computing. 

■ Some of that versatility can be seen in the three 
slides that follow. These examples are output from 
the SP computer model. 
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Gerry
Sticky Note
This shows a parsing in which the number dependency between the noun phrase and the verb phrase is marked. In this case, the plural noun phrase ('Np') is linked to the plural verb phrase ('Vp'). This method of marking discontinuous dependencies in syntax is, arguably, simpler and more elegant than how those dependencies are marked in other systems.

Gerry
Sticky Note
The main point here is that the SP system is quite robust in the face of errors in its data. A good parsing is achieved despite the fact that the input sentence contains several errors: 'w' is missing from 'two', there is an extra 'm' in 'kittens', and an extra 'x' in 'play'.

Gerry
Sticky Note
Here are two examples of multiple alignments created by the SP62 computer model. In each alignment, row 0 contains a New pattern representing a sentence, while each of rows 1 to 8 contains an Old pattern representing a grammatical pattern or rule (where 'grammatical pattern' includes words and their grammatical markers). Each alignment achieves the effect of parsing the sentence in terms of the grammatical patterns.Of course, parsing can be done with other systems. An attraction of the SP system is the versatility of the multiple alignment framework and its potential to simplify and integrate several different aspects of intelligence. 



0 1 2 3 4

T

Tibs

C ---------------- C

cat

M ------------ M

mammal

A ---------- A

animal

head ---------------------- head

carnassial-teeth

#head --------------------- #head

body ----------------------------------------- body

white-bib ------------------------------------------------ white-bib

#body ---------------------------------------- #body

legs ---------------------- legs

retractile-claws

#legs --------------------- #legs

eats ------ eats

breathes

has-senses

...

#A --------- #A

furry ------------------ furry

warm-blooded

...

#M ----------- #M

purrs --------------------------------- purrs

...

#C --------------- #C

tabby

...

#T

0 1 2 3 4

Gerry
Sticky Note
Compared with the multiple alingments on the previous slide, this multiple alignment has been rotated by 90 degrees because that makes it easier to fit on the page. This example shows how the features of an unknown entity (shown in a New pattern in  column 0) may lead to its recognition in terms of Old patterns in columns 1 to 4. The unknown entity is recognised at multiple levels of abstraction: as  an animal (column 1), as a mammal (column 2), as a cat (column 3) and as a specific individual, ‘Tibs’ (column 4).Why does this matter? Because it can reveal associations and enable inferences to be made. Of course, that kind of thing can be done by other means. As with the previous example, an attraction of the SP system is the versatility of the multiple alignment framework and its potential to simplify and integrate several different aspects of intelligence. 
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<species>

acris

<genus> ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- <genus>

Ranunculus ------------------------------------------------------------------------- Ranunculus

<family> --------- <family>

Ranunculaceae ---- Ranunculaceae

<order> ------ <order>

Ranunculales - Ranunculales

<class> ------ <class>

Angiospermae - Angiospermae

<phylum> --------- <phylum>

Plants ----------- Plants

<feeding>

has_chlorophyll ------------------ has_chlorophyll

photosynthesises

<feeding>

<structure> ------ <structure>

<shoot>

<stem> ---------- <stem> ---------------------------- <stem>

hairy ----------- hairy

</stem> --------- </stem> --------------------------- </stem>

<leaves> -------------------------- <leaves>

compound

palmately_cut

</leaves> ------------------------- </leaves>

<flowers> ------------------- <flowers>

<arrangement>

regular

all_parts_free

</arrangement>

<sepals> -------------------------------------------------------- <sepals>

not_reflexed

</sepals> ------------------------------------------------------- </sepals>

<petals> -------- <petals> -------------------------------------------------------- <petals> --------- <petals>

<number> --------- <number>

five

</number> -------- </number>

<colour> -------------------------------------------------------- <colour>

yellow ---------- yellow

</colour> ------------------------------------------------------- </colour>

</petals> ------- </petals> ------------------------------------------------------- </petals> -------- </petals>

<hermaphrodite>

<stamens> ------------------------------------------------------------------------- <stamens>

numerous -------------------------------------------------------------------------- numerous

</stamens> ------------------------------------------------------------------------ </stamens>

<pistil>

ovary

style

stigma

</pistil>

</hermaphrodite>

</flowers> ------------------ </flowers>

</shoot>

<root>

</root>

</structure> ----- </structure>

<habitat> ------- <habitat> ------ <habitat>

meadows --------- meadows

</habitat> ------ </habitat> ----- </habitat>

<common_name> -- <common_name>

Meadow

Buttercup

</common_name> - </common_name>

<food_value> ----------------------------------- <food_value>

poisonous

</food_value> ---------------------------------- </food_value>

</phylum> -------- </phylum>

</class> ----- </class>

</order> ----- </order>

</family> -------- </family>

</genus> --------------------------------------------------------------------------- </genus>

</species>
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Gerry
Sticky Note
The way that part-whole relations and class-inclusion relations  may be combined in one multiple alignment is illustrated here. If necessary, magnify this slide (CTRL-plus) and use the 'hand' to scroll around it.Some features of an unknown plant are expressed as a set of New patterns, shown in column 0: the plant has chlorophyll, the stem is hairy, it has yellow petals, and so on. Each of columns 1 to 6 contains an Old pattern representing a category of plant.From this multiple alignment, we can see that the unknown plant is most likely to be the Meadow Buttercup, (Ranunculus acris), as shown in column 1. As such, it belongs in the genus Ranunculus (column 6), the family  Ranunculaceae (column 5), the order Ranunculales (column 4), the class Angiospermae (column 3), and the phylum Plants (column 2).Each of these higher-level classifications contributes information about attributes of the plant and its division into parts and sub-parts. For example, as a member of the the class Angiospermae (column 3), the plant has a shoot and roots, with the shoot divided into stem, leaves, and flowers; as a member of the family Ranunculaceae (column 5), the plant has flowers that are 'regular', with all parts 'free'; as a member of the phylum Plants (column 2), the buttercup has chlorophyll and creates its own food by photosynthesis; and so on.



BENEFITS OF THE SP THEORY 

■ Conceptual simplicity combined with descriptive 
and explanatory power across several aspects 
of intelligence. 

■ Simplification of computing systems, including 
software. 

■ Deeper insights and better solutions in several 
areas of application. 

■ Seamless integration of structures and functions 
within and between different areas of application. 
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DESCRIPTIVE AND EXPLANATORY POWER 

■ A new concept of ‘computing’. 

■ Representation of knowledge. 

■ Natural language processing. 

■ Pattern recognition. 

■ Information storage and retrieval. 

■ Several kinds of reasoning. 

■ Unsupervised learning. 

■ Planning and problem solving. 

■ Information compression. 

■ Human perception and cognition. 

CognitionResearch.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SP theory has useful things to say in all the areas that have been listed. The following slides expand on some of these topics.
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SP patterns may 
be realised in an  
adapted version  
of Hebb’s 
cell assembly 
concept.  
 
Key:  
• ‘C’ = cat,  
• ‘D’ = dog,  
• ‘M’ = mammal,  
• ‘V’ = vertebrate,  
• ‘A’ = animal 



SIMPLIFICATION OF COMPUTING SYSTEMS 
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C
PU

 

Conventional 
computer 

Instructions (repeated) +  
Knowledge 

SP machine 

C
PU

 

Knowledge 

Software 

Without ‘intelligence’ 

With ‘intelligence’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a conventional computer and in the SP machine, there is some kind of processing system (the ‘central processing unit’ or CPU) and there is ‘software’.In a conventional computer (according to the SP theory):* The CPU is relatively simple, without intelligence, and shown relatively small in the figure.* Software in the system is a mixture of two things:- Instructions about how to do processing, to make up for the shortcomings of the CPU. Because different areas of application are not well integrated, instructions, and sets of instructions, are often repeated.- Knowledge about the things that the computer will be working on: company accounts, data about the weather, results from the Large Hadron Collider, and so on.In the SP machine:* The CPU is more complicated, with more intelligence, and shown relatively large in the figure. It contains mechanisms for the formation of multiple alignments, for the unification of patterns, and for searching amongst alternative structures.* The software is exclusively knowledge about the things that the computer will be working on.The key point here is that mechanisms for the formation of multiple alignments, for the matching and unification of patterns, and for searching amongst alternative structures, need only be provided once in the SP machine. By contrast, equivalent mechanisms appear again and again in the software for different kinds of application in a conventional computing system.Thus, although the CPU of the SP machine is more complicated than the CPU of a conventional computer, this is more than offset by the absence of (repeated) processing instructions in the software.Overall, the SP machine yields a better ratio of simplicity to power, where ‘power’ in this context means the range of different kinds of things that can be done with the system. As shown in a previous slide, this is very much the same as what happened in the development of database management systems and expert systems. The SP concepts appear to have useful things to say about human cognition, as discussed in several chapters in “Unifying Computing and Cognition” , especially Chapters 11 and 12.



DEEPER INSIGHTS AND BETTER SOLUTIONS 
IN SEVERAL AREAS OF APPLICATION  

■ Natural language processing. 
■ Autonomous robots. 
■ Pattern recognition and computer vision. 
■ Several kinds of reasoning. 
■ Big data. 
■ The semantic web. 
■ Economical transmission of data. 
■ Data fusion. 
■ Bioinformatics. 
■ And more. 
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INTEGRATION 

Probably the most important benefit is: 

Seamless integration of structures 
and functions within and between 
different areas of application. 
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PROPOSAL: THE DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGH-
PARALLEL, WEB-BASED, SP MACHINE 

■ Based on the SP computer model. 
■ Built as a software virtual machine, with high-

parallel search mechanisms. 
■ Existing high-performance computer as 

foundation for the SP machine. 
■ An open-source model, available, via the web, to 

the research community everywhere. 
■ A vehicle for experimentation and research. 
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MANY APPLICATIONS 

SP theory and SP computer model 

SP MACHINE High-parallel 
Web-based 

Open-source 
Good user interface 

Representation of knowledge Natural language processing 

Several kinds of reasoning Planning & problem solving 

Unsupervised learning Information compression 

Pattern recognition Information retrieval 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here, schematically, is how the SP ideas may be developed.The SP machine would be created as a high-parallel, open source, software virtual machine, accessible via the web to researchers everywhere, and with a good user interface.It would provide a means for researchers to explore what can be done with the system and to improve it. The source code for the system would be available to everyone. Any researcher or team of researchers would be able to create new versions of the system, as required.Any appropriate version may provide the basis for the development of an industrial-strength system.



FURTHER INFORMATION 
■ Book: Unifying Computing and Cognition, 

CognitionResearch.org. 
■ www.cognitionresearch.org . 
■ Information compression as a unifying theme in 

brains, computing, and mathematics: 
bit.ly/13uGwoU . 

■ More examples: bit.ly/XxS0Uh . 

■ Contact: jgw@cognitionresearch.org, +44 (0) 
1248 712962, +44 (0) 7746 290775. 
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Presentation Notes
I will be happy to hear from people with questions, objections, comments etc. If you would like me to give a talk about these ideas, please get in touch. This can be done as a webinar over the internet or, if the distance is not too great, I would be happy to come and give a presentation in the traditional way.
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